
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

We're beginning to see the fallout from the mass COVID-19 shot campaign, which has been referred to

as the "greatest violation of medical ethics in the history of medicine, maybe humanity."

Former BlackRock analyst and fund manager Edward Dowd is one of the few trying to get the word out

about COVID-19 shot risks, and he's been using data and statistics to prove his point and publicize the

undeniable increase in deaths and disability among young, healthy adults that has occurred since the

shots' widespread rollout.

This group — the 148 million employed Americans between the ages of 18 and 64  — is typically a

healthy crowd. This is why private insurance companies love to sell group life insurance policies to

large Fortune 500 corporations and mid-sized companies —they hardly ever have to pay out on a claim.

But this is changing.

Dowd's 2022 U.S. Vaccine Damage Report  revealed a sobering glimpse into the true carnage that

occurred at the hands of the COVID-19 shot campaign, and its results are striking.

How Many Millions Are Disabled or Injured From the Jab?

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked  April 11, 2023

The 2022 U.S. Vaccine Damage Report revealed a sobering glimpse into the true carnage that occurred at

the hands of the COVID-19 shot campaign



COVID-19 shots resulted in 300,000 excess deaths, 26.6 million injuries and 1.36 million disabilities

Total economic costs due to the shots are estimated at $147.8 billion, including $89.9 billion from related

injuries, $52.2 billion from disabilities and $5.6 billion from excess deaths



A preprint systematic review found the mRNA-based COVID shots increased the risk of myocarditis, with a

mortality of about 1 to 2 per 200 cases



Evidence of serious neurological harms, including Bell’s palsy, Guillain-Barré syndrome, myasthenic

disorder and stroke, which are likely due to an autoimmune reaction, was also found from the shots
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300K Excess Deaths, Millions of Injuries, Billions in Costs

Dowd and colleagues published their 2022 Vaccine Damage Project at their website, Phinance

Technologies.  It revealed the following estimated human and economic costs:

Human Cost Economic Cost

26.6 million injuries

1.36 million disabilities

300,000 excess deaths

Total: $147.8 billion

Injuries: $89.9 billion

Disabilities: $52.2 billion

Excess deaths: $5.6 billion

To put this into perspective, John Leake writes on Courageous Discourse, "Note that this death count in

one year is 5.2 times the number of men killed in 10 years of combat in Vietnam," adding:

"Perhaps the most extraordinary thing about this state of affairs is that most Americans don't

know it's happening. Every day, young people are dying from heart attacks, strokes, and

seizures caused by COVID-19 vaccines. Most of their families and friends are led to believe

that they just died — suddenly and unexpectedly — of acute conditions that were extremely rare

in young people prior to 2021."

The report included data from employed individuals between the ages of 16 and 64, and categorized

the impact into four broad groups:

1. No effect or asymptomatic

2. Mild to moderate outcome including a temporary or short-term, long-term or permanent injury

3. Severe outcome that leads to a disability

4. Extreme outcome leading to death

While group 1 was the largest, comprising an estimated 82% of the population, the authors pointed out

that these groups are dynamic, and individuals in one group could move into another, particularly in the

case of progressing from no or minor injury to severe injury, such as we've seen with elite athletes

suddenly dropping dead on the deld:

"While these groupings characterize different levels of damage from the inoculations, they are

not static and could interact with each other. For instance, there might be individuals who had
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no visible effects after vaccination but nonetheless could still be impacted from the

inoculations and could therefore be represented in the sub-group of injured individuals.

In a similar way, individuals with mild injuries from the inoculations could, over time, develop

severe injuries to the extent of being disabled, or an extreme outcome such as death. The likely

path of outcomes would be from injury to disability to death.

We need to consider, however, that to a lesser extent there could be individuals who suffer

extreme outcomes when they had previously only experienced mild injuries until then. We can

relate this with the anecdotes of otherwise healthy athletes suffering heart attacks during

sports competitions at an alarming rate since the 2021 inoculations."

'The Multiplier Effects Are Massive'

The effects in the report are only what can currently be measured, and are likely to also be euid. In

terms of economic effects, for instance, the report notes that mortuary companies are likely to benedt

while life insurers will be harmed, leading to a reallocation of resources.

Meanwhile, in terms of economic costs, milder damage is associated with greater cost, since a larger

portion of working age individuals are affected. For instance, those with mild to moderate injury made

up a sizeable 18% of the population. According to the report:

"We make the assumption that the pool of potentially vaccine-injured individuals is about 18%

of the population, which is, the rate of related adverse events reported in the PSzer clinical trial

(minus the baseline rate). These injuries will likely manifest a loss of productivity since, as

these individuals are likely to have higher absentee rates and, consequently, higher lost

worktime rates, than the pre-2019 baseline.

In fact, we performed an analysis of absence rates and lost worktime rates  in full time

workers (using data provided by the BLS). We observed a large increase in absence rates

starting in 2020, but accelerating in 2022. Absence rates in 2022 were about 28.6% higher than

in 2019, representing a 11 standard deviation variation."

Further, many other economic costs are harder to account for, such as a worker who's still at work but

not able to work to their full potential. When these types of scenarios are factored in, the damages

could be even more massive. Dowd tweeted:

"Our economic damage estimates are what we can measure. The knock effects such as lost

productivity due to a worker being present but working at say 50%-75% of capacity is missed
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plus burn out from those picking up slack. Also supply chain delays are not captured etc and

etc. The multiplier effects are massive."

Systematic Review Reveals Serious Harms

A preprint systematic review of papers with data on serious adverse events associated with COVID-19

shots again points to signidcant risks.  The review was conducted by Maryanne Demasi, Ph.D., a

former medical scientist with the University of Adelaide and former reporter for ABC News in Australia

and Professor Peter Gøtzsche, a Danish physician-researcher who co-founded the Cochrane

Collaboration in 1993.

It included 18 systematic reviews, 14 randomized trials and 34 other studies, noting that "most studies

were of poor quality" and additional randomized trials are needed. Still, their review revealed multiple

red eags, including:

Adenovirus vector vaccines increased the risk of venous thrombosis and thrombocytopenia

mRNA-based shots increased the risk of myocarditis, with a mortality of about 1 to 2 per 200

cases

Evidence of serious neurological harms, including Bell's palsy, Guillain-Barré syndrome,

myasthenic disorder and stroke, which are likely due to an autoimmune reaction, was found

Severe harms, dedned as those that prevent daily activities, were underreported in the randomized

trials

Severe harms were very common in studies of booster doses after a full round of shots and in a

study of vaccination of previously infected people

Further, not only have drug regulators and public health authorities been slow to follow up on safety

signals showing serious harms from the shots, Demasi notes, but, "Population-wide recommendations

for COVID vaccination and boosters ignore the negative benedt to harm balance in low-risk groups

such as children and people who have already recovered from covid-19 (natural immunity)."

Australian Safety Report — 24-Fold Increase in Adverse Events

It's can be dijcult to parse out adverse effects from COVID-19 shots and those due to COVID-19

infection. The Western Australia Vaccine Safety Surveillance (WAVSS) 2021 Report, however, shows a

unique viewpoint that made this possible. At the time, there was virtually no COVID-19 circulating in the

community, yet the area had a 90% vaccination rate among those 12 years and over.  Umbrella News
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reported:

"There are few regions in the world where most of the population was vaccinated before the

spread of Covid in the community. Sealed off from the rest of Australia, and the world, for 697

days, WA's closed border earned it the moniker of the 'hermit kingdom'.

State Premier Mark McGowan noted WA's unique role in the global vaccination trial, remarking

to a press conference in early 2022, You see, Western Australia is an experiment. We basically

have had very few Omicron cases, we have very high vaccination levels, and we have a very

compliant population."

So, what happened in an area of the world that had very few COVID-19 cases and very high rates of

COVID-19 shots? An "exponential increase" in reports of adverse events following immunization (AEFI),

such that it necessitated changes to the vaccine safety surveillance program at the department in

order to manage them.  According to the report:

"The number of AEFI reported to WAVSS was signiScantly higher in 2021 than in previous years

(10,726 compared with an average of 276 per year for the 2017-2020 period) due to the

introduction of the COVID-19 vaccination program."

As Umbrella News reported, the peak of AEFI reports coincided with the rollout of shot mandates,

culminating in a rush of hospitalizations that strained area hospitals:

"In 2021, AEFIs for Covid vaccines were reported at almost 24x the rate of AEFIs for all other

vaccines combined … In the latter half of the year, as AEFIs peaked, the media regularly

reported that WA hospitals were under strain, despite the lack of Covid cases.

The highest month for AEFI reports was October, the same month that vaccine mandates were

announced for most of the workforce, the vaccine eligibility criteria were expanded to people

aged 18 and over, and walk-in vaccinations became available."

Other standouts from WA's report include a 35% increase in myocarditis and a 25% increase in

pericarditis compared to background rates. "Shockingly," Umbrella News noted, "the risk of pericarditis

in the age group in the age group 25 to 29 years old was 53.5 cases per 100,000 doses of Spikevax. It

is perhaps unsurprising that chest pain was the dfth most common reported AEFI for COVID vaccines

in 2021."

COVID Shot EUcacy 'Grossly Overestimated'
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While the risks of adverse effects have been downplayed, the ejcacy of COVID-19 shots has been

overstated from the beginning. Writing in the Journal of Evaluation in Clinical Practice, a research team

revealed that multiple biases, including background infection rates and cross-overs from unvaccinated

to vaccinated in the early days of the campaign, led to an overstatement of COVID-19 shots'

effectiveness.

"We conclude that "real-world" studies using methodologies popular in early 2021 overstate vaccine

effectiveness," the study notes.  Board-certided internist and cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough

explained that from the lack of ejcacy alone, the shots should be removed from the market. And the

case gets even stronger when you factor in the signidcant number of related disabilities and deaths:

"Multiple sources of bias created illusion that vaccines worked as they failed in the real world …

claims that the COVID-19 vaccines worked to reduce spread of infection, hospitalization, and

death must be rejected.

The burden of proof has not been met and threats to validity have not been overcome. All of

the COVID-19 vaccines should be removed from the market and we should begin the

investigative phase into how this massive program failed to stop COVID-19."

Login or Join to comment on this article
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Guillermou

Dr. Mercola's report exposes the truth of organized crime against humanity committed by BigPharma and government

institutions under the protection of globalists who want depopulation and economic ruin as essential factors in the Great

Reset. They will continue with mRNA biological weapons, they will continue against crimes against humanity. Biden Admin

tacitly admits that mRNA injections have failed and diverts $5 billion of taxpayer dollars invested in “next generation”

vaccines. dossier.substack.com/p/biden-admin-tacitly-admits-that-mrna?utm_source..  (04/11/20223)

.-------------------------------------THE COVID VACCINES WERE NEVER TESTED FOR SAFETY There were 31% higher deaths in the

vax group in the "gold standard" Phase 3 clinical trials.

How do we know that none of those deaths were caused by the vaccine? Because Pdzer didn't think so! There were 31.2%

more deaths in Pdzer's "gold standard" phase 3 clinical trials. There is only one way to know whether or not the vaccine

caused any of the deaths in the 21 vaccinated patients who died: proper histopathology.

Pdzer never did, and the FDA never asked for it. This was the biggest mistake of the pandemic and no one has acknowledged

it or lifted a dnger to correct it. If they had done proper testing on all 21 deaths, the vaccine would never have been approved.

Pdzer assured that no one died from the vaccine. That's absurd. Today, only Ryan Cole is doing the proper histopathology and

in 100% of the cases that he has been asked to examine, he can attribute the deaths to the vaccine.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/surprise-the-covid-vaccines-were?utm_source..  (11/04/2023)

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Guillermou

THE US ATTORNEY IN UTAH HAS GIVEN THE ANTI-VAX MOVEMENT IN AMERICA THE GREATEST GIFT EVER They

charged Kirk Moore with a crime. Dr. Moore is allowed discovery to prove his innocence. This means he gets access to

Medicare, NDI, and all state death and vaccination records. JACKPOT! A federal court has jurisdiction over all 50 states

and can order the CDC and all states to turn over COVID vaccination records and death records. You know, the records that

the states and CDC don’t want to be made public for some reason. So Dr. Moore is now empowered to do something that

nobody else in the world can do: access the secret public health records of every state in the US that will dnally show to

the entire world what everyone in power wants to hide from the public: the truth.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-us-attorney-in-utah-has-given?utm_sourc..  (04/10/2023)

Posted On 04/11/2023
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juststeve

Gui, and we know just how the whole system has over decades pulled out one safety measure or tracking method after

another making it easy for Big P-Harma to rig their system inside the larger rigged system. Add in the military dgures

before they were purged and make an educated guess and it has been horrendous consequences, and most likely

extremely worst to follow. The federal Utah case is looking very promising. Along with this court case we must also

expose the smear campaign already in progress against RFKjr and show how he is and has been maligned. We have to be

the megaphone the Legacy Media, Big Tech, our own governments won't be, (this is Global,) so those who have been

bitten and suffered badly will be those most likely to actually listen this is about Global Monopoly Corporations and High

Tech Stalkers have captured and run the very same Institutions who are supposed to keep them in check.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

rrealrose

Hi Gui, also on Steve's substack is a thread about a recent Mark Skidmore paper being peer reviewed, published then

retracted: "It's time to hold the medical journals accountable - Scientidc integrity has been compromised by the medical

journals, but they have been getting away with it. This needs to stop now. Here's how you can help hold them accountable

with a single email." - - -Here's a link to the paper in question:

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/its-time-we-hold-these-people-accountable  - - "This paper was the #1 most popular paper in

the history of the journal." (Springer, BMC Infectious Diseases). Something is dshy here and Steve wants to get to the

depositions.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

bloodguy

One way to combat their evil is to get D-DIMER & FIBRINOGEN tests asap...friends of mine BOTH tested high for D-Dimer

after receiving several of the free, Jesus-would-do-it, socially responsible, love-your-neighbor,

free-Krispy-Krud-with-booster, SUPER-safe and disease preventing mRNA therapy.   Oh, fergot to mention

SAFE-FOR-CHILDREN!

Posted On 04/11/2023
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Guillermou

Thank you JUST, ROSE and, bloodguy, If the dght continues with the data that reveals the truth and the preventive and

early treatments against C-19. Reduction in mortality with HCQ in early treatment is 72%. With ivermectin, it is 40%. With

vitamin D, it is 68%. Doctors using cocktails of multiple medications have a 94.5% reduction in deaths.

c19hcq.org/meta.html .------- Data manipulation will not be able to hide the truth. The passage of time is showing that

humanity is suffering a premeditated genocide due to deliberate corporate and institutional blindness based on its own

weaknesses and fraud. It does not allow dialogue with scientists and doctors opposed to biological weapons against

COVID, it does not carry out self-assessment of results, and it continues with actions against ethics.

Freedom of expression and decision is being actively repressed by any form of dissent within its own ranks and the rest of

the scientists. The CDC is employing categorical game techniques to hide the dramatic excess mortality from natural

causes not related to covid. If these deaths are not vaccine related, as is commonly claimed on authority, credential and

ignorance, then there should also be no reason to hide their associated records. However, that is exactly what is

happening.

Mathematician Igor Chudov carried out an evaluation of two completely different data sets covering tens or even

hundreds of millions of people from which he concluded that the relative risk of death for people who were "vaccinated"

against Covid-19 is 40 percent higher than that of the unvaccinated. Throughout the world where Fauci eu shots have

been given, Chudov says, excess mortality is through the roof. It's something many of us have known for a while, but has

been borne out by a patchwork of data here and there, not enough to convince some, in other words, that mass

depopulation is, in fact, taking place. .

Posted On 04/11/2023
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Guillermou

Chudov addressed this by conducting extensive analysis of numerous data sets to scientidcally prove that covid injections

are killing many people, despite being billed as the "cure" for Chinese germs. The more covid jabs a person receives, the

greater their chances of dying. Excess mortality increased by 40% worldwide after the launch of "vaccines" against covid.

Steve Kirsch of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund says none of this surprises him. Given that Chinese virus injections

are the deadliest class of "vaccine" in history by a factor of more than 800, it makes sense that people everywhere who

take them die en masse. “While the number of deaths from COVID has largely been limited to the elderlyit is the young

who bear the brunt of vaccine injuries.” It is a genocide of young people what is taking place with these injections, in other

words.

Not only deaths, but also serious injuries are on the rise due to these injections. Think about things like heart attacks,

strokes, blood clots, circulatory diseases. neurological problems and many other fatal diseases over time. "the same

vaccine-induced ailments we were warned about by doctors and scientists who have been telling us the truth all along."

https://theethicalskeptic.com/  igorchudov.substack.com/p/guesstimating-relative-risk-of-mortality  (2022)

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-study-from-germany-condrms-higher  (2022)

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Guillermou

DID TWO (2) SEPARATE AUTOPSY STUDIES REVEAL (SCHWAB ET AL. GERMANY & CHAVES ET AL. COLUMBIA) THAT

MOST DEATHS POST COVID MRNA TECHNOLOGY INJECTION ARE DUE TO THE SPIKE PROTEIN? YES!!!! We have reports

of sudden cardiac arrest, myocarditis, clotting, massive bleeding etc.' It is clear now that we have a catastrophic problem

with these COVID mRNA technology shots! MUST be stopped! substack.com/.../113879386  (04/10/2023).-- IT'S TIME WE

HOLD THESE PEOPLE ACCOUNTABLE; LET THE LAWSUITS BEGIN I'm going to pay for the lawsuit to sue Springer and

their corrupt editorial board at BMC Infectious Diseases for their decision to retract the Skidmore paper; the most popular

paper in their history.

The medical journals need to be held accountable for their retractions of valid scientidc papers that don’t dt the narrative.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/its-time-we-hold-these-people-accountable?u..  (04/09/2023).---- HUGE VETERANS STUDY:

COVID AND FLU VACCINES ARE USELESS AT PREVENTING HOSPITALIZATION Snake oil would work just as well as those

"vaccines" but would be far safer igorchudov.substack.com/p/huge-veterans-study-covid-and-eu?utm_source..

 (04/09/2023)

Posted On 04/11/2023
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donttakethemark666

Fauci et al warned against doing autopsy for the vax-related dead.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

DebbyW

I'd be very afraid for Kirk Moore's life. The only way for Big Pharma and government to continue to keep this data buried is

if Kirk Moore dies, and the case ends.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

otis101

So what is to keep big pharma from convincing the Utah AG to drop the case against Dr. Moore? We know money talks.

Death threats work. Not only does big pharma have a stake in the outcome of "Discovery" but so does CDC, NIH, WEF,

WHO, UN, CIA, FJB, and millions of "stakeholders".

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Krofter

Guillermou - You mailed it - it IS a bioweapon. Why else would it be killing and maiming millions? Why else would the

entire covidcon program be run by the DoD? MKULTRA and the much bigger program MKNAOMI have been in place since

the early 1950's with the expressed purpose of creating bioweapons.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/rand-paul-that-dog-dont-hunt-is-barking
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Tiwo31

Terms like "Excess Death", "Injuries" and "Disabilities" are just euphemisms. How about we start describing these incidents as

"Murder" and "Attempted Murder"

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Ronald_H

In our world of censorship, I applaud that you, as do I, choose the words we speak and use. To use their words is default in

accepting their implied premises. Similarly, to your word choices, I give an example of one of mine: They say vaccine

hesitancy while I declare the assault "an act of war."

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Guillermou

Yes, DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH CALLS FOR CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS IN EVERY US STATE WHERE COVID GENE

INJECTION VACCINE IS CAUSING FATAL HEART DAMAGE; IT'S VACCINE UNTIL PROVEN OTHERWISE; 71% DIE IN SLEEP!.

Go after illegal advertising drst, those who advertised that the shots were safe and effective! Criminal charges! Charge too

with fraud, lives have been lost, MASS negligent homicide charges! CRIMINAL CHARGES: Top U.S. Cardiologist calls for

the Bill Gates Foundation, World Economic Forum, World Health Organization, U.S. Government, Pharmaceutical Suppliers

and others to be charged with illegal advertising, fraud and mass negligent homicide.

palexander.substack.com/p/boom-dr-peter-mccullough-calls-for?utm_sourc..  (01/18/2022).--------------DR. REINER

FUELLMICH has highlighted how the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic was deliberately engineered by the establishment to

drive humanity into a new technocratic “great reset” system under a centralized global power structure. DR. REINER

FUELLMICH: "THEY ARE MAKING SO MANY MISTAKES, WE ARE CLOSE TO A TIPPING POINT"

www.bitchute.com/.../yg8hw3qepzkp

Posted On 04/11/2023
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dso9183

Agreed, Tiwo31. Since the toxic, rolled jab, not only people I know through other individuals, but even ones close to me,

are now suffering disastrous effects. A close family member nearly died last week of a massive heart attack. The artery in

question was 100% blocked due to a blood clot, not plaque. Sadly, the doctors also discovered that the man has

pericarditis; he left the hospital with 10+ medications. The event he suffered should have been fatal, it's a miracle he is

alive (had this occurred two years ago, I believe this would have been a very different outcome). Another close family

member developed postmenopausal, invasive uterine cancer, she recently had a complete hysterectomy: I pray nothing

recurs.

Another relative, an extremely vocal proponent of the shot, who had been rather healthy in the past, has been experiencing

skin outbreaks and periodic respiratory problems. When her friend's son died in his sleep of a heart event last year, she

asserted to me that it was likely due to his heavy drinking. What? In short, none of the above people choose to admit that

perhaps the jab is producing the illnesses they are now battling, I am losing faith that the awakened ones can awake the

masses.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

jef9075

Yes... I'm not hesitant to get the so-called vaccine. I refuse to get the "vaccine". They do get one thing right about me. I am

Anti-Vax.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

markuzick

300,000 dead seems like a gross underestimation: are they counting the explosion in cancers and other indirect effects of a

weakened immune system such as eu/covid deaths? Is that number enough to account for a 3 year drop in life expectancy?

It's probably in the millions just for the US alone, and tens of millions worldwide.
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rrealrose

Stumbled across the data that each year, 600,000 Americans die from what the CDC is calling eu: ineuenza is a minor

player compared to pneumonia and other upper respiratory illness. This was apparent reasoning behind a universal eu

vaccine that Dr Fauci had been working on for years, ever since his HIV vaccine did not pan out in the 1990's. We had no

eu reported during the drst 2 years (remember? eew the coop?) 300,000 number pertains to excess deaths.
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DebbyW

I believe he gets his number from looking at the number of deaths over a few years before 2020, then looking at 2021 and

2022 total deaths. The average per year death for the previous years compared to the average per year deaths in 2021-2.

This is all deaths from any cause. And that is 300,000 more average deaths than before.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

ThyroidGirl

You're right on track today good Doctor. I'm absolutely convinced that every single disease and sickness we have is caused by

vaccines, including obesity. These shots have been mutilating us for decades and most people are too stupid to connect the

dots back to when their illnesses started. I've known for 30 years and have been vaccine free, but I wish I would have known

before I got sick from them.
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jml777

I agree with you. The goal is, and has always been, a medicine dependent population. They damage us, then treat the

injuries throughout life, dnally sucking out the rest of our wealth in their “nursing homes.” Chronic disease in children was

7% when Fauci took his position. It is 54% now. Cavities were 5% in the Middle Ages. Now, 95%. Celiac disease, which I

have, and which I now believe is caused by vaccines, has risen 500% since the 1950s. When I was 29, I was working out

5-6 days a week, but getting fatter and sicker. Diagnosed myself after my doctor said I didn’t have celiac disease, started a

gluten-free diet, and my health did a complete 180. Got shredded without even trying.

Strength exploded from 185 bench press to 255. Bald spot grew back, acid reeux gone, IBS gone, sweaty palms gone,

anxiety gone. A dozen other symptoms gone. Now, twenty years later at 49, I am still in perfect health on zero

medications. I’ve been to a doctor twice in the last 12 years for sports injuries. People say I look 35, but I think I just look

the way people would if they were healthy. Gluten-free, sucrose-free, mostly cow dairy-free, eat eggs every day and beef

most days, regularly exercise with weights and cardio. You are 100% right. Vaccines are why everyone is sickly, weak and

fat, but nobody believes it and stupid doctors force parents to damage their children.
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Guillermou

Instead of prevention and cure, the “health” system prefers to keep people trapped in a system of endless medical

dependency. "Health" is never the goal. The real goal is to make the most of the continuing suffering and disease of the

general population. The last thing a dictatorial society wants is a well-educated population that can achieve enough

knowledge to be able to protest the rising tide of corruption, what they want is to silence minds, kill independent thought.

Vaccines, pesticides, pollution, junk food, which are driven by the tyranny of globalist elites, serve the purpose on a platter.

Epidemiological and cellular level studies on biochemical changes shed light on the causes of some diseases described

as diseases of civilization (dementia, cancers, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, obesity, psychomotor disorders in

children and increased frequency of malformations).

. The factors whose indisputable ineuence on the increase in the frequency of appearance of various "diseases of

civilization" that has been proven with toxic environmental contaminants, those that enter the diet, vaccines, antibiotics, as

well as biological manipulations, 5G, pesticides like glyphosate and persistent organic pollutants. and prions, in humans

and animals are an attack on health and biodiversity. These toxic substances and pathologies harbor a person will present

a greater breeding ground for the aggravation of Covid-19.
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Boomerguy

I'm 67 same age as Mercola who I've learned from for 20 years along with many others more educated than I. I'm a blue

collar very well read Son of Dutch immigrants who ran from Tyranny 75 years ago. We grew up in Ontario CHINADA now a

hot bed of the REPTILE BRAIN BOUGHT OFF GLOBALIST WHORES shilling for Klausy and Billy. I come from the

Thalidomide Era, born in 1956 and my friend Jimmy had half an arm and a leg that was bent wrong. We were in grade 2-3

so didn't really care about Jimmy's look since he had the best Tonka toys in the sand box. Jimmy was gone after grade 3

and I found out years later he died of that JAB I assume. My Mom was an ANTIVAXXER back then so I've not had more

than a few in my life under 5 years old.

That turned out to be a blessing my whole life as I was always in trouble for questioning everything as I still do. Never took

a eu shot and always fought with Dr's. I've been threatened many times even before CORONA 1984 and escorted out of

DRs ojces and my kids schools in the past. I grew up with a best friend who is a Dr and another good friend who was our

valedictorian in 1975 high school. They both are not well after they took the CUP CAKE and I still cycle 100 kms weekly

when it's warm enough here in CHINADA. They don't talk to me about it. So I send them reminders. God bless.
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bee70578

@ThyroidGirl - Well don't let the food industry off the hook ;-)
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my_RNA_DNA

If you listen to Dr Ana Mihalcea, who is on substack, you get an entirely different picture of what is going on. We are still a

thousand miles from the real truth. Not sure who to believe. But the fact that more people are dying and becoming

incapacitated is incontestable. The fake pandemic may be the last step in the eradication of humanity.
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rrealrose

Yes, found this amazing historical view presented by Karen Kingston, complete with toxicity and manufacturing details

pertaining to these clot/kill shots, as she is informing these Scandinavians about the giant ruse that was pulled to justify

injections and subsequent injuries. Also for anyone who may want to catch up with the latest on bio-warfare and how it is

being conducted on humanity. Its long, may want to start 40 minutes in: Karen Kingston Interview - Truth and Evidence

2023-04-07 - - www.bitchute.com/.../aWRSPG33AbWg  - no idea if also posted on Rumble or elsewhere.
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Suzicreamcheese

For those who put the EUA into being and for those who obeyed in order to prodt in one way or another the verdict is Murder in

the First Degree!! I believe in forgiveness, I believe in redemption, but only if those found guilty ask for forgiveness, admit they

were wrong, decide of their own accord to make amends to the best of their ability. BUT these people are still pushing this

death shot, want to stab children, babies and pregnant women, therefore there is no forgiveness available under the present

status.
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strangerintheland

These are all good suggestions for Americans, but what about Canadians? What can we do? We don’t even have a vAERS

system. Our government doesn’t seem to keep statistics. We are just told safe and effective’.
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boxerdogofmine

I truly believe one of the most harmful things is lobbyists. Especially the ones who want to take our rights away.
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rkostoff

I have documented many of these adverse COVID-19 injection effects using broad medical themes in VAERS, including cancer

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-covid-19-vaccine-induced-cancers-rare-even..  ), cardiovascular

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-covid-19-vaccine-induced-adverse-cardiovas..  ), neurological

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-covid-19-vaccine-induced-adverse-neurologi..  ), autoimmune

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-covid-19-vaccine-induced-adverse-autoimmun..  ), blood-lymph

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-covid-19-vaccine-induced-adverse-blood-lym..  ), endocrine

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-covid-19-vaccine-induced-adverse-endocrine..  ), reproductive-pregnancy

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/what-is-the-spectrum-of-vaccine-induced-advers..  ), and gastrointestinal

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-covid-19-vaccine-induced-adverse-gastroint..  ).

Additionally, I have posted two OpEds on the topic of biomarkers being used in VAERS

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-there-sujcient-early-warning-indicators-..

 www.trialsitenews.com/a/early-warning-indicators-in-vaers-update-401cd..  ). One of the main takeaways for the reader is

that there is underreporting in depth (number of cases reported) as well as underreporting in breadth (number of biomarker

events per report) to VAERS. The underreporting in breadth may stem from insujcient biomarkers being used for patient

diagnosis as well as insujcient reporting of those biomarkers that were actually used. If the underreporting in breadth

includes a large number of risk/susceptibility biomarkers, that would eliminate a valuable source of information showing the

prospects for future diseases and disorders arising from the injections.
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otis101

rkostoff, thanks for all the links. How do you get more than one link in a comment? I have to copy a link and submit in a

comment. To add a second link I have to go dnd it, copy, and edit my comment then add the second link and so for each

link. Is it a computer thing or maybe a software thing? Could be an age thing. Mine!
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patriotinNH

"While the deadly side effects of this campaign are still on-going, most Americans, surprisingly, don't even know it's

happening."  The reason Americans don't even know it's happening is because they don't want to, or have been lied to by this

administration. So much for transparency.
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brodiebrock12

Rarely if ever is the injection mentioned as a causative link to death and or maiming even 3 years + wuh eu scamdemic

inception
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doggiemom

The covid shots now and always have been about population control.
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lumpina

Are there any signs that the pediatric medical community is waking up to the truth?! I am married to a pediatrician and I’m

tired of being labeled a conspiracy theorist.
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meo7624

You are not paranoid. I am married to someone in pharmacy since 1972, and others on my family together have over 150

years in the industry. My brother passed away from a rare neurological syndrome, but the other three are still blind as a bat

when it comes to believing Big Pharma has a LONG history of creating disease and then miraculously having the

“treatment” available to treat it. To this day, DH still complies with any and all jabs required by the hospitals where he is

employed. And my niece? Jabbing both her small children with any and all “childhood” jabs that are pushed by their

pediatrician.

But this last SCAM was/is so apparent to anyone with an ounce of discernment, I am convinced the indoctrination is a

factor, as well as an extreme reluctance to admit they were duped. After almost 3 1/2 yrs., I don’t see many waking up, but

rather digging in and refusing to even entertain this is the ultimate depopulation agenda, as well as total control of the

monetary system, and mind control (per Noah Harari).

Is 5G a factor - most likely, and train derailments ALL carrying deadly chemicals almost weekly now. All of this together

wreaks of the dnal push to attain the elite’s dream of a one-world-order where they attain the ability to live forever, with

just enough “slaves” to keep them satisded. Let’s face it, the medical industry has lost it’s way, when many of them can’t

tell the biological sex of a human. They should refer to Grays Anatomy, chapters 22 and 23, for starters. Another story

————-

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

GoldenFlower

Those who promulgated this genocide, want us all dead. They are busy getting ready for the next plandemic. Bill Gates has

already announced it will be worse. They are starting to vaccinate all livestock with MRA vaccines. The really do want us all

dead. The survivors will be rounded up into 15 minute cities.
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donttakethemark666

This is the outcome when humans allow human emodiments of demons, fallen angels - reptiles, serpents, leviathan like klaus,

harari, sorrows, bourla, etc to take charge of world affairs. Their eternal rebellion/hatred against their maker is unleashed on

His creation. I hope they will be stripped naked and judged before the end.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Momtad

But "vaccine" deaths and disabilities is accomplishing their goal of killing and disabling leading to death of old people to save

money on social security, pensions, and medicare.
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brodiebrock12

"greatest violation of medical ethics perhaps in the history of medicine, maybe humanity" If EVER there was an understated

statement this is IT. These are legit crimes against humanity, and yet not anywhere can one dnd ANYone remotely being held

accountable for ANY of it. It's the absolute perfect executed mass scale crime in the history of humanity hands down. What

even comes close as 2nd considering the scope of the world effects? Just sayin
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rickaldinecomcast.net

And yet, the Gov’t is still advertising to get the clot shot. So incredibly retarded.
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SomeMo888

With our tax dollars! We are paying for humanity’s destruction.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

fundamentalassumptions

Think globally, act locally .....centralization & corporatism, in a system of layered deceit & darkness w/ varying levels of blindly

obedient 'activists' ....is how we lost all that was good, right, true & free in America. And dghting them was like being sucker

punched from a dozen directions in a darkened room with a bag over one's head then, as now....only Leviathan's more fully

grown & matured these days. So, the solution is more of the same? Hair of the dog that bit ya? Trust the nicolaitans?
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dso9183

Do the more scientidc types commenting on this site feel other injection materials are being tainted as well? For example, an

oral novocaine or PRP to stimulate bone growth? I'm beginning to wonder about all shots, please tell me I am being paranoid.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

brianallen1

You are not being paranoid. Even antibiotics do not contain just antibiotics. The bigger the deception the easier it is to be

deceived.
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johnpage

Casualties of war but very few knew there was a war being fought, that however will soon change. or rather is changing now,

woke media vax murder corrupt politicians wordwide are begining to be revealed the world is waking up, keep going brothers

and sisters it wont be long now. love to all.
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sky1365

Excellent info! Please don't get Any jab of any kind! God Bless.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

mrrobb

From MyMountainThinkTank........by 2025 Very few living at ground level anywhere on earth will be free from

RadioFrequencyRadiation....and by 2027 most of  SURFACE earth LIFE will be eliminated.....a few million will be alive and well

in underground cities and bunkers and military underground bases by 2029 most the power systems will be shutdown and RF

Radiation will be shut off or turned off..by AI.... Artidcial Intelligence will be in control until its shut off by Jews , Jesuits and

associated Royal Families... 99% of the worthless feeders and Goy will be

eradicated....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Until........................................................:)

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

mrrobb

................until 'Mr Spook' and 'Capt Kik-e' beam up............hurry Up Scottie !!!!! WARP Drive

NOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
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mrrobb

OMG.........>>>> www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMOGaugKpzs&ab_channel=ThePoliceVEVO
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one8280

"Safe and Effective"... At death and destruction!

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Katzenjammer5

The cultural and even talismanic symbol of Peer Review -- and its perceived authority to determine what is "scientidcally" true

or false -- is the linchpin that held the Psy-Op together:

open.substack.com/pub/mistermicawber/p/peer-review-as-secular-imprimat..

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Usher12

People were allowing known and unknown poisons to be injected into them for a fake disease. Very strange. And most still

seem to still be unwilling to admit their mistake. Also, very alarming to me how so many people seemed to think basic human

rights and freedoms like bodily autonomy are not important.
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rrealrose

Again I need to post this? Americans under 35 years old receive around (72) doses of (16) shots between birth and age 18,

each well-baby and back to school doctor's visit involves multiple shots. These kids and their parents/guardians and

school boards in every state now consider this accepted, effective medical intervention. its also called brainwashing and

has led to the explosion in asthma, allergies, autoimmune conditions and autism (still heading towards a cliff).
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jef9075

Hello rrealrose. All those doses/shots for children over the years is probably in the range of what most veterinarians

administer to PETS as well. There are holistic veterinarians out there ( with DVM degrees) who refrain from using all those

vaccines. They also limit antibiotics and steroids when not needed, which a lot of the time they are not really needed.

There are alternatives including homeopathy.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

DebbyW

MSM isn't telling these people anything that we've learned about these shots, so they continue to believe what they're told.

I have a friend who still thinks I'm crazy for not getting the shot. I caught Covid, and she didn't, so she thinks that's why.

She has multiple health issues so was convinced that the shot was the only way to make sure she didn't die from Covid.

MSM has to tell her that the shots are killing and maiming people before she'll believe it, and will they? Hardly.
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rrealrose

jef9075 - thanks! well aware American pets' lifespans have been lowered to about 1/3 or even 1/2 as long as when we

were growing up. Cannot imagine why, can you? Anyone remember cats living to 27 years? Or dogs living to 22 or 23 years

old?
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Usher12

jef9075, Personally, I am very much against vaccination of pets and regular medications/ treatments used on pets are also

poison. I bought a puppy from a breeder 25 years ago. The breeder, who was a vet tech insisted on vaccinating my puppy

right before leaving for a stressful eight even though I asked him not to. Just about killed my puppy and probably did not

do his long term health any good.  My grandfather took me for my childhood vaccinations (against my mother's wishes) to

attend school and I vomited for 24 hours every few minutes. It should not be too hard for people to dgure out how

dangerous these shots are.                         It is very very hard to dnd a truly holistic vet. In my whole province I knew of only

one who was any good/ a true holistic vet and she is now deceased. I practise herbal medicine on myself and my dogs

and along with good nutrition, proper hydration and reasonably exercise it works very well.
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mrrobb

Interesting comparison>>>>> John Leake writes on Courageous Discourse, "Note that this death count in one year is 5.2 times

the number of men killed in 10 years of combat in Vietnam," ,<<<<< but ask yourself :How about the multi-Millions of

CIVILIANS that were slaughtered-65% were kids under 15.....bombed or Napalmed ....Entire Villages and small towns 'Fried

Alive' with eying canisters of Jellided gas called Napalm........and you can make Napalm in you garage...gasoline(leaded if you

can dne it) mix in Styrofoam coffee cups and other Foam and you get a gooie mess of JellidedGasoline or better known as

Napalm now put it on something..as its sticky and hard to wipe off and light it...Now Imagine a giant barrel of this gooy mess

dropped on a town with hundreds of people walking around form 3000 feet along with a 'Igniter unit'...that what the US Military

did for 24 hours a day/7 days a week X10 YEARS.....the USA did it to Laos and Vietnam for 'Peace&Freedom'........now....who

really cares if a few million crook in USA if they are that damn S T U P I D......

Now think......Who cares of the USA NUKED Afghanistan ??

Well; they DID....with Depleted Uranium Bombs called "Bunkerbusters'.....Oh Yeah......for "Peace&Freedom"..........but it did

making Mining Lithium Much Easier.....And DU make steel so much harder....bullets made with DU can easily penetrate a

Tank...and feet of concrete walls.....Bunkerbuster bombs can penetrate a MILE DEEP....over 5000 feet into rock....Oh and By

the Way ,the residue is deadly for a few decades.....Oh No Matter.....So who really cares if a few MILLION FAT lazy sloppy

Americans crook off???? I wonder how many the USA has murdered off in Ukraine , meddling and nosing around....oh

Yeah....for "World Peace&Freedom"

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

mrrobb

I look at it like this..........if Millions are so ,STUPID so just Lay down and let some brain dead moron jab you with a syringe

of UNKNOWN substance......than you deserve die...... Pretty Plain and Simple... Maybe ya should have asked or

inquired.........>>Who put Biden or Fauci or TVNews as your Medical advisory team??? I mean..[Shake-shake-shake]

anything between your ears?????? Hello??..On a brighter note......curious as to how many Doctors were beaten by

outraged pisseddd off Fathers...?? For killing off their Kids???or crippling their Families?  Anyone know??? Any statics on

that???  there are statics of every thing else......BUT whats really KILLING MILLIONS.....as virtually NO ONE knows or

thinks Radio Frequency Radiation.........
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DebbyW

We need honest, peace-loving leadership in the US. I think it's too late. The leadership of the country is owned by

corporations who only want money and control.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

mrrobb

The Effects of Radio Frequency Radiation Exposure on Free Radical-Related Cellular Processes (290 studies)187 pages!!!!

Wake up!!!!!!! .....>>>>   cdn.shopify.com/s/dles/1/0266/5411/3837/dles/Henry_Lai_RFR-oxidative..
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mrrobb

Yawn............................... DebbyW.................its too late for """honest, peace-loving leadership in the US.""" Way tooooo

late....too late to hang the governments as 20% of the people employed are employed by the government... and the same

dlthy scum that run the government also run Big Business....so its just a matter of time before the USA will become just a

'blip in the history books' ..........or History' iPads' or what ever form is used to record history Spend a while researching

RFR..... read what Radio Frequency is ......how it effects living mater...as 2 thru 5Gs have successfully eradicated most

insect life. Birds and amphibian life.....and animals and humans are next to die off
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Bigcetch

Anybody know the stats of orgs such as Jehova's Witnesses and S.D. Adventists ; those that forbid vaccinations in general?

Would they have been subject to mandates or would that have been overuled by a religious persecution factor? This would add

even further proof of stats of the (designed) fallout. Not intending too much humor, but the J.W's would see this as validation

of their delusions, where only they remain. Just a thought ....

Posted On 04/10/2023

 

Rosebud10000

Yes, that would be interesting for someone to do a survey in that community. Maybe Steve Kirsch? If they are not jabbed

and they are all absolutely dne that would be very telling. Shedding in their community is also probably not such a

confounding factor as in the general population. So looking into their situation might shed light on this issue too.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

waverider

Not sure where you get your information from, but Jehovah's Witnesses do not forbid vaccinations. What you are saying is

completely untrue. Please DO NOT spread misinformation about us. I am one of Jehovah's Witnesses and the majority of

the entire organization got vaccinated for COVID. However, I did not. And we are NOT delusional.

Posted On 04/11/2023
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juststeve

Look to some of the Amish Community's, many have an aversion to the standard run of the mill actual vaccines, let alone

the Grand Ant-Life Experimental Jab/s. (How experimental is it when extreme negative results to use this tech was

observed all over 12 to 15 years ago. Just sayn'.) While we are at it, the whole thing about the standard bearer Vaccine

being safe and effective - this claim is mostly based on Old Science of the 30's, 40's, 50's and such and the notion there is

no need for a follow up with newer insights and knowledge to test is a testament to the power of Big P-Harma to dodge

such things and using their coveted NO-Liability Status.

Who needs to test when you can put pretty much what you want in a syringe and poof = Safe and Effective. On to Vaccine

Court to have the public pay for damages, but good luck with that as it rarely gets all that far, because, round robin, we all

know they are safe and effective. After decades of no follow up testing for long term consequences the No Liability has

done it jobs to prevent looking and to take out dissenters - all before the massive C-19 Censorship Dictator Thou Shalt

Comply!

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

jamNjim

Way back at the beginning of the pandemic I was staying on top of the Amish. They reached herd immunity basically by

May 2020. Because they all attend church and sing, the aerosolized vapors from just one or two people would infect the

entire community in just one Sunday morning. So they all got sick. Of course, they don't go to hospitals. As long as they

could get out of bed they did their daily routine for the community. Almost no one died (no more than would normally from

eu or pneumonia). After getting infected early on in March/April they were basically immune from there on. I didn't

research them on Omicron.

It appears that if you got the Alpha or Beta variant, you were immune to the Delta and Omicron variants. In South Korea,

they breezed right through the Alpha and Beta variants with basically zero deaths and one of the lowest infection rates in

the world. Then they got the vaccines! In late fall2021/early winter2022 they all got Omicron! It seams that if you were

vaccinated for the original strains you were more likely to catch Omicron. They went from like 160th place out of 200

countries for infection rate in Oct of 2021 to 6th place by like April of 2022.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Travelingduet

Jehovah’s Witnesses are Not opposed to vaccination. This is a personal medical decision for each person to make. Here’s

the facts: www.jw.org/.../jw-vaccines-immunization

Posted On 04/11/2023
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

We have several JW neighbors and they all took the jab....some very sick from it. Some got well again.

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

fundamentalassumptions

Can verify, living amongst large Amish communities of Ohio, US, that their world went on with hardly a hiccup. They don't

meet in church buildings, but do sing in their worship gatherings held in barns or outbuildings of various elders in their

particular branch of their greater church association & community. The Mennonite, at least those groups I'm familiar with,

do meet in church buildings. Holding separate & special property, receiving government 'perks' & favors is how freedom is

lost: witness the 'original' merger of Augustine of Hippo & Eusebius (the Bible-corrupting Origen cheerleaders) w/ the

Pontifex Maximus 'rod', Constantine I......and the 'too big to fail' idolatrous humanist faithlessness 1 Timothy 6 KJB, & the

501c3 trap.

Been a bloody, corrupt Babylonian Romish mess ever since....& worsening since the corruption & fall away from the

preserved word of God, the KJB, & its quickening, purifying power back to the Romish Alexandrian corruptions.

The Amish/Mennonite have much to admire, humanly speaking, but the mystical sensuality & experiential spiritism of our

day is affecting them very much, & recent events dividing many out from the old mystical & biblically careless &

disobedient, effeminate passivism. Many are having their waking up moment & arming themselves as lawlessness &

sneaky, deceitful assaults & attacks on the weak & property mount. The tendency of all men is to carnality & corruption,

falling to carnality & corruption, mishandling or carelessly handling the word of God even to the denial of evident truth &

conscience to absurdity of blind faith idolatries of men & any spirit.

When a nation is under judgment children become their oppressors& women rule over them: like good old Ellen G. White

who was up on all the craft of her day, shocking old Pike & co by knowing their 'secrets': same spirit of craft. Ditto all the

cults following men & devils, despising & corrupting the word by which men are saved & real prophecy known: eesh

perishes.

Posted On 04/11/2023
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Bigcetch

Waverider..My mistake. I " believed " that was the case based on their approach to blood transfusions....seemed a logical

approach....The idea of stat. reference was sound. Quite ironic, where blood transfusions can save life. I would have

expected the Watchtower Org. would have been onto the scamdemic and made recommendations accordingly I was

deluded....synonimous with belief....but now I know. !!!

Posted On 04/11/2023

 

Beentheredonethat2

Waverider...Thank you for defending Jehovah's people. The world will soon discover who the delusional are. Isaiah 55:

8-11

Posted On 04/11/2023
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